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"A phenomenal talent blazing up suddenly on the horizon. . . . precise, brilliant language that evokes without
ever having to explain. . . . His transcendent vision gives us devastating glimpses."—Elle

"John McManus writes visceral prose that explodes within the tight boundaries of the short story. These
narratives possess a graceful internal logic and feature a wide range of gritty characters rebelling against an
indifferent and often brutal world."—Bookforum

"The stories in John McManus's Born on a Train are powered by radiant prose."—Vanity Fair

John McManus's long awaited short story collection encompasses the geographic limits of America, from
trailers hidden in deep Southern woods to an Arkansas ranch converted into an elephant refuge. His lost-soul
characters reel precariously between common anxiety and drug-enhanced paranoia, sober reality and
fearsome hallucination. These nine masterpieces of twisted humor and pathos re-establish McManus as one
of the most bracing voices of our time.

John McManus is the author of the novel Bitter Milk and the short story collections Born on a Train and
Stop Breakin Down, all published by Picador. His work has appeared in Ploughshares, Tin House, American
Short Fiction, The Oxford American, The Literary Review, Harvard Review, and many other places. He is the
youngest-ever recipient of the Whiting Award.
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From reader reviews:

Harold Graham:

The book with title Fox Tooth Heart has a lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a lot of
advantage after read this book. This particular book exist new expertise the information that exist in this
reserve represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the
improvement of the world. This book will bring you with new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the
e-book on your smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

David Dozier:

The reason? Because this Fox Tooth Heart is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you
to snap the idea but latter it will shock you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book next to it was
fantastic author who have write the book in such remarkable way makes the content within easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this anymore or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of benefits
than the other book have got such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking means. So , still
want to delay having that book? If I were you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

James Edgar:

Reading a book to become new life style in this yr; every people loves to learn a book. When you read a
book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, simply
because book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book
that you have read. If you would like get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but
if you act like you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics,
and soon. The Fox Tooth Heart provide you with a new experience in looking at a book.

Cheryl Bullen:

As we know that book is important thing to add our know-how for everything. By a book we can know
everything we want. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or even blank sheet. Every year ended up
being exactly added. This reserve Fox Tooth Heart was filled with regards to science. Spend your time to add
your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has diverse feel when they reading the
book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can sense enjoy to read a e-book. In the modern era
like at this point, many ways to get book that you just wanted.
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